
Overview

In the financial year 2001/2002, the Group saw a downturn in its major business areas as a

result of fierce competition. During the second half of the year under review, the fall in the

Japanese Yen and Euro currency attracted unexpected competition from parallel imports in 

both Hong Kong and China. Intensified competition in terms of both price and volume 

affected the turnover and profitability of the Group. Consolidated turnover for the period was 

HK$1,531 million. Profit attributable to shareholders was HK$53 million. China-Hongkong

Photo’s strongest area of performance was in the expansion of the FDI network in Hong Kong

and China. Over the course of the year, the Group has focused on prudent cost management 

and cost-effective expansion into new business areas to capture future growth opportunities. 
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FDI

Zoom Date 1300
The world’s smallest and lightest
35mm 4.6X Zoom compact camera,
with an extra large LCD screen on 
the back of the compact body. 
*4x or greater as of February 1, 2002

35
4.6

* 4

Nexia Q1
A uniquely stylish camera with
fashionable good looks. It allows 
you to seize those great moments 
as they happen.
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Imaging Systems

Imaging systems include photographic film products, motion picture films, electronic imaging

equipment and media, camera and magnetic audiovisual media. Sales from this segment of the

business during the year under review decreased by 4.56%, primarily due to strong competition

and price pressure among conventional products. To rebuild its standing in the roll film market,

the Group and its partner, Fujifilm, have instigated campaigns to increase brand awareness

among domestic consumers in China. These include advertising campaigns featuring popular

Hong Kong and international celebrities Aaron Kwok, Norika Fujiwara, Miriam Yeung and 

Kelly Chan. 

Despite the overall drop in revenue, sales of digital cameras continued to grow as a result

of strong demand, especially for the FinePix series. Fujifilm digital products are world-leaders in

their sophistication and design. In 2001, the FinePix 6800 Zoom, the FinePix 6900 Zoom and

the FinePix 50i all received the prestigious Japanese industrial design – “Good design” –

FinePix

FinePix 6800 Zoom FinePix 6900 Zoom FinePix 50i

FinePix 6800 Zoom Porsche Design Studio

Instax Mini 7
A cute and compact instant camera
allows you take sharp, clear and
colorful credit card-size instant
photos wherever you want.

Finepix 5Oi
The FinePix 50i is much more than
just another digital camera. This
highly functional digital camera
not only takes outstanding
photographs, but also functions as
an MP3 player, a movie and audio
recorder, and even offers a voice
captioning function.

FinePix 50i

MP3
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awards. The FinePix 6800 Zoom was developed in the Porsche Design Studio, and launched in

Spring 2001. This 3.3-million pixel, Super CCD digital camera provides ultra-high resolution

images with six million pixels, and links up easily with the internet via its “Picture Cradle”. 

Furthermore, in September 2001 the Group announced the local market launch of China-

made FinePix digital cameras with Chinese language LCD display. The Fujifilm-owned

manufacturing plant in Suzhou, which makes these cameras locally, is also supported by a

Consumer Call Centre and an After-Sale Service Center. This development is expected to make

Fujifilm much more competitive in the local digital camera sector, and underscores Fujifilm’s

commitment to developing the China market.

330 CCD

Picture Cradle

FinePix
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FinePix F601 Zoom
The FinePix F601 Zoom is a palm-
sized, compact, lightweight and
stylish digital camera, packed with
Fujifilm’s state-of-the art advanced
digital technologies and offering 
great shooting features and a 
newly designed user interface.

FinePix F601 Zoom

FinePix S602 Zoom
Incorporating Fujifilm’s 3rd
Generation Super CCD technology and
a significant number of new features
and enhanced functions, this camera
offers and unrivalled combination of
flexible control, responsive handling,
and superb image quality. 

FinePix S602 Zoom
CCD
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Photofinishing Systems

This segment includes paper, chemicals, photofinishing equipment and processing and printing

services. In the year under review, sales from photofinishing systems decreased by 2.18%. Sales

of the digital minilab Frontier accounted for 33.26% of the photofinishing system turnover and

recorded a growth of 6.39%, compared to the previous year. Over 250 units have now installed

in Hong Kong, Macau and China, and the trend is for continuing strong growth.

The Frontier 330 was launched in December 2001, and has been well-received by the market.

The new model incorporates the same advanced full-digital imaging technology as the earlier

Frontier models in an extremely practical, space-saving configuration and compact size. Frontier

sales have been driven by existing traditional D&P shops, including those from other brands

interested in upgrading to FDI services. Incremental sales also came from investors new to 

the industry.

In China, the FDI network includes a multitude of channels such as post-offices, mass

transit railway stations, supermarkets and convenience stores, as well as local D&P chain

outlets. The network covers over 30 major cities, including Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and

Chengdu. The Frontier system uses exclusive paper, chemicals and software, and ongoing sales

Frontier

Frontier

Frontier 330 

FDI

Frontier

FinePix 2600 Zoom
The FinePix 2600 Zoom is a sleek,
easy to use, high-performance,
affordable digital camera designed
to let you “point–and-shoot.”

FinePix 2600 Zoom

Finepix 2800 Zoom
FinePix 2800 Zoom digital camera
offers 6X optical zoom for pristine
image quality and higher
performance with a cool and stylish
design and advanced features that
are even more fun and easier to use.

FinePix 2800 Zoom 6
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from these are expected to boost performance over the medium to long-term. The Group plans

to focus considerable efforts on promoting the FDI and expanding the network in China, in the

coming year.

Alongside the growth of the FDI network, the Group also acquired the high-end retail

chain, Fotomax Holdings Limited from Li & Fung (Retailing) Limited in August 2001, to operate

as an independent retail arm of China-Hongkong Photo. Fotomax has more than 60 fully digital

stores in Hong Kong and 10 in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. In May 2002,

four Fotomax outlets were opened in the major southern China tourist attraction, Happy Valley

theme park, in Shenzhen. The outlets provide a full line photographic goods and services

including the most advanced FDI service for digital fun photos based on the popular attractions

of the Happy Valley theme park.

Information Systems 

Information systems consist of medical imaging systems, office automation systems and

equipment, and storage media. Sales from this category decreased by 9.97% due mainly 

to the loss of a major tender. Sales of medical imaging systems accounted for 90 percent of this

segment and remained stable as compared with the previous year. 

FDI

FDI

FDI
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Fuji Medical Dry Laser Imager
FM-DP L 
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In March 2002, the Group obtained the rights from Fujifilm Japan to distribute Fujifilm

graphic arts products in Hong Kong, China and Macau, effective from 1 May 2002. There are

currently more than 3,500 printing companies, publishers and packaging companies in Hong

Kong using Fujifilm graphic arts products, such as recording films, presensitized plates,

processing chemicals, processors and online processors, and the Group looks forward to

benefiting from a growing market in China as well. Sales of graphic arts products account for 

a good portion of revenue for Fujifilm Japan’s Information Systems Section and provide a

significant opportunity for additional revenue for the Group. With the incorporation of graphic

arts products, the Group now carries almost the full product range of Fujifilm products in China,

Hong Kong and Macau.

For over 30 years, Fujifilm’s research and development has powered some of the most

exciting advances in the magnetic data storage industry. In November 2001, Fujifilm announced

the next generation technology derived from ATOMM (Advanced Super Thin-Layer and High-Output

Metal Media), called NANO3 (NANO CUBIC) technology. This ultra-thin layer coating technology

results in higher resolution for recording digital data, ultra-low noise and high signal-to-noise

ratios that are expected to exponentially increase the capacity of magnetic media. 

ATOMM

NANO3 NANO CUBIC
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FDI Ad
FDI spokesperson, Miriam Yeung,
appears in print ads and promotional
materials throughout China, Hong
Kong and Macau.

FDI 

Digital Camera Ad
Fujifilm FinePix series Digital Camera
TV commercial, featuring popular
singer and actor Aaron Kwok 
and celebrated Japanese actress
Norika Fujiwara.

FinePix
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Celebrity talent has enhanced the Fujifilm brand, with support 
from popular singer and actor Aaron Kwok, celebrated 

Japanese actress Norika Fujiwara and Hong Kong singing 
celebrities Miriam Yeung and Kelly Chan 
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